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HIGHLIGHTS

• Value-added measures are not a good source of information for helping teachers improve because they provide little information on effective and actionable practices.

• School, district, and state leaders may be able to improve teaching by using value-added to shape decisions about programs, human resources, and incentives.

• Value-added measures of improvement are more precise measures for groups of teachers than they are for individual teachers, thus they may provide useful information on improvement associated with practices, programs or schools.

• Many incentive programs for staff performance that are based on student performance have not shown benefits. Research points to the difficulty of designing these programs well and maintaining them politically.

• Value-added measures for selecting and improving programs, for informing human resource decisions, and for incentives are likely to be more useful when they are combined with other measures.

• We still have only a limited understanding of how best to use value-added measures in combination with other measures as tools for improvement.

INTRODUCTION

The question for this brief is whether education leaders can use value-added measures as tools for improving schooling and, if so, how to do this. Districts, states, and schools can, at least in theory, generate gains in educational outcomes for students using value-added measures in three ways: creating information on effective programs, making better decisions about human resources, and establishing incentives for higher performance from teachers. This brief reviews the evidence on each of these mechanisms and describes the drawbacks and benefits of using value-added measures in these and other contexts.

WHAT IS THE CURRENT STATE OF KNOWLEDGE ON THIS ISSUE?

On their own, value-added measures do not provide teachers with information on effective practices. But this does not mean that value-added measures cannot be useful for educators and leaders to improve instruction through other means, such as identifying practices that lead to higher academic achievement or targeting professional development toward teachers who need it most.¹

As discussed in other Carnegie Knowledge Network briefs, value-added measures have shortcomings as measures of teaching performance relative to other available options, although they also have strengths.² To begin with, the use of student test scores to measure teaching practice is both an advantage and a disadvantage. The clear benefit is that, however imperfect, test scores are direct measures of student learning, which is an outcome that we care about. Students who learn more in school tend to complete more schooling, have greater earnings potential, and lead healthier lives. Measures such as those based on classroom observations and principals’ assessments lack that direct...
link to valued outcomes; evidence connects these other measures to student outcomes only weakly. Basing assessments of teachers on the learning of students also recognizes the complexity of the teaching process; many different teaching styles can benefit students. Conversely, value-added measures are dependent on specific student tests, each of which is an incomplete measure of all the outcomes we want to see. The choice of test can affect a teacher’s value-added estimate, so it is important to choose tests that truly measure desired outcomes and to recognize that tests are imperfect and incomplete.iii

Because value-added measures adjust for the characteristics of students in a given classroom, they are less biased measures of teacher performance than are unadjusted test score measures, and they may be less biased even than some observational measures. As described in an earlier brief, some research provides evidence that value-added measures—at least those that compare teachers within the same school and adjust well for students’ prior achievement—do not favor teachers who teach certain types of students.iv The adequacy of the adjustments across schools in value-added measures, which would allow the comparison of teachers in different schools, is less clear because schools can contribute to student learning in ways apart from the contribution of individual teachers and because students sort into schools in ways that value-added measures may not adjust for well.v

While a fair amount of evidence suggests that value-added measures adequately adjust for differences in the background characteristics of students in each teacher’s classroom—much better than do most other measures—value-added measures are imprecise. An individual teacher’s score is not an accurate measure of his performance. Multiple years of value-added scores provide better information on teacher effectiveness than does just one year, but even multiple-year measures are not precise.

Given the imprecision of value-added measures and their inability to provide information about specific teaching practices, we might logically conclude that they cannot be useful tools for school improvement. But this conclusion would be premature. For state, district, and school leaders, value-added measures may aid in school improvement in at least three ways: improving programs, making decisions about human resources, and developing incentives for better performance.

Program Improvement

When deciding how to invest resources or which programs to continue or expand, education leaders need information on whether programs are achieving their goals. Ideally, they would have access to random control trials of a particular program in its own particular context, but this type of information is impractical in most situations. If the programs aim to improve teacher effectiveness, value-added measures can provide useful evidence. For example, a district might want to know whether its professional development offerings are improving teacher performance in a particular subject or grade. If the program serves large enough numbers, value-added measures can distinguish between the improvement of teachers who participated in the program and those who did not. Value-added measures are likely to be at least as informative as, and probably more informative than, measures such as teachers’ own assessments of their experience or student test scores that are not adjusted for prior student characteristics. Databases with student test scores and background characteristics provide similar information, but they require greater expertise to analyze than do already-adjusted value-added scores. That is, assessing programs with value-added measures is easier than it is with test scores alone because the value-added measures account for differences in the students that teachers teach.
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One might worry that value-added measures are too imprecise to measure teacher improvement. However, because multiple teachers participate in programs, program evaluators can combine measures across teachers, reducing the problem of imprecision. Imprecision is even more of an issue with value-added measures of teacher improvement than it is for measures of static effectiveness. If we think about improvement as measuring the difference between a teacher’s effectiveness at the beginning of a period and her effectiveness at the end, the change over time will be subject to errors in both the starting and the ending value. Thus, value-added measures of improvement, particularly those based only on data from the beginning and end of a single year—will be very imprecise. We need many years of data both before and after an intervention to know whether an individual teacher has improved.

Imprecision is less of a problem when we look at groups of teachers. As with years of data, the more teachers there are, the more precise the measure of the average effect is. With data on enough teachers, researchers can estimate average improvements of teachers over time, and they can identify the effects of professional development or other programs and practices on teacher improvement. As examples, studies that use student test performance to measure teachers’ effectiveness—adjusted for prior achievement and background characteristics—demonstrate that, on average, teachers add more to their students’ learning during their second year of teaching than they do in their first year, and more in their third year than in their second. Similarly, a large body of literature finds that professional development programs in general have mixed effects, but that some interventions have large effects. The more successful professional development programs last several days, focus on subject-specific instruction, and are aligned with instructional goals and curriculum. The day-to-day context of a teacher’s work can also influence improvement. Teachers gain more skills in schools that are more effective overall at improving student learning and that expose teachers to more effective peers. They also appear to learn more in schools that have more supportive professional environments. Value-added measures allow us to estimate average improvements over time and link those to the experiences of teachers.

Value-added measures of static effectiveness, in contrast to value-added measures of improvement, can also lead to teaching improvement through a school or district’s adoption of better programs or practices. For example, when districts recruit and hire teachers, knowing which pre-service teacher preparation programs have provided particularly effective teachers in the past can help in selecting teachers that are most likely to thrive. Value-added measures can provide information on which programs certify teachers who are successful at contributing to student learning. Similarly, value-added measures can help identify measurable candidate criteria—such as performance on assessments—that are associated with better teaching performance. If teachers with a given characteristic have higher value-added, it might be beneficial for districts to consider that characteristic in the hiring process.

Human Resource Decisions

The second means through which value-added measures may be used for improvement is by providing information for making better human resource decisions about individual teachers. While value-added measures may be imprecise for individual teachers, on average teachers with lower value-added will be less effective in the long run, and those with higher value-added will be more effective. Education leaders can learn from these measures. As an example, instead of offering professional development to all teachers equally, decision-makers might target it at teachers who need it most. Or they might use the measures as a basis for teacher promotion or dismissal. While these decisions may benefit from
combining value-added data with other sources of data, value-added can provide useful information in a multiple-measures approach.

Research is only now emerging on the usefulness of value-added measures for making policies about human resources. One urban district gave principals value-added information on novice teachers, but continued to let principals use their own judgment on teacher renewal. Principals changed their behavior as a result, providing evidence that value-added gave them either new information or leverage for acting on the information they already had. In another set of districts, the Talent Transfer Initiative identified high-performing teachers and offered them incentives for moving to and staying in low-performing schools for at least two years. The teachers who moved were found to have positive effects on their students in their new schools, especially in elementary schools. There are many possible uses of value-added, some of which may lead to school improvement and a more equitable distribution of resources.

There is less evidence on the uses of value-added measures at the school level. An elementary school principal might consider creating separate departments for teaching math and reading if data showed differences in value-added for math and reading among the fifth grade teachers. Similarly, a principal could use the data to help make teaching assignments. If a student has had teachers with low value-added for two years in a row in math, she might make sure to give the student a teacher with a high value-added the next year. The imprecision of the value-added measures alone suggests that combining them with other measures would be useful for these kinds of decisions. There is now little research on these school-level practices and their consequences.

**Incentives**

A third potential way to use value-added measures to improve schools is to provide teachers with incentives for better performance. Conceptually, linking salaries to student outcomes seems like a logical way to improve teachers’ efforts or to attract those teachers most likely to produce student test score gains. Performance-based pay creates incentives for teachers to focus on student learning, or for high-performing teachers to enter and remain in the profession.

Performance-based pay carries possible drawbacks, though. Value-added measures do not capture all aspects of student learning that matter, and by giving teachers incentives to focus on outcomes that are measured, they may shortchange students on important outcomes that are not. Further, it is difficult to create performance-based pay systems that encourage teachers to treat their students equitably. For example, formulas often reward teachers for concentrating on students more likely to make gains on the test. Performance-pay policies may also discourage teachers from cooperating with each other.

While there is some evidence that performance pay can work, most evidence from the U.S. suggests that it does not increase student performance. The largest study of performance incentives based on value-added measures comes from a Nashville, Tennessee study that randomly assigned middle-school math teachers (who volunteered for the study) to be eligible for performance-based pay or not. Those who were eligible could earn annual bonuses of up to $15,000. The study showed very little effect of these incentives on student performance. Similarly, a school-based program in New York City that offered staff members $3,000 each for good test performance overall had little effect on student scores, as did a similar program in Round Rock, Texas. These results do not mean that value-added measures can’t be used productively as incentives; evidence from Kenya and India, at least, suggest that they
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can. But the failure of the programs in the U.S. provides evidence that they are difficult to implement.

The null results from most studies contrast with some recent evidence suggesting that programs that combine value-added with other measures of performance, or which use only other measures, can lead to improvement. The observation-based evaluations in Cincinnati, for example, have led to improvements in teacher effectiveness, as has the IMPACT evaluation system in Washington, D.C. Both of these programs provide feedback to teachers on their instructional practices. It is not clear how much of the improvement comes from this feedback in combination with the incentives, and how much comes from the incentives on their own.

Summary

While value-added measures may be used as instruments of improvement, it is worth asking whether other measures might be better tools. As noted, value-added measures do not tell us which teacher practices are effective, whereas other measures of performance, such as observations, can. But these other measures can be more costly to collect, and we do not yet know as much about their validity and bias. Value-added may allow us to target the collection of these measures, which in turn can help school leaders determine which teachers could most benefit from assistance.

WHAT MORE NEEDS TO BE KNOWN ON THIS ISSUE?

While there is substantial information on the technical properties of value-added measures, far less is known about how these measures are put into actual use. It may, for example, be helpful to assign more students to the most effective teachers, to give less effective teachers a chance to improve, to equalize access to high-quality instruction, and to pay highly effective teachers more. But we have no evidence of the effectiveness of these approaches. Some districts are using value-added measures to make sure that their lowest performing students have access to effective teachers. But, again, we know little about the outcomes of this practice. There is also little evidence that value-added can be justified as a reason for more intensive teacher evaluation or can give struggling teachers more useful feedback. Even formal observations (generally three to five per year) provide limited information to teachers. With triage based on value-added measures alone, teachers might receive substantially more consistent and intensive feedback than what they now get. These approaches are promising, and research could illuminate their benefits and costs.

We could also benefit from more information on the use of value-added as a performance incentive. For example, while we have ample evidence of unintended consequences of test-based accountability—as well as evidence of some potential benefits—we know less about the consequences of using value-added measures to encourage educators to improve. Given that performance incentives have little effect on teacher performance in the short run, it may not be worth pursuing them as a means for improvement at all. However, incentives may affect who enters and stays in teaching, as well as teacher satisfaction and performance, and we know little about these potential effects. Moreover, the research suggests that value-added scores may be more effective as incentive tools when they are combined with observational and other measures that can give teachers information on practices. It would be useful to have more evidence on combining measures for this and other purposes.

WHAT CANNOT BE RESOLVED BY EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE ON THIS ISSUE?
While research can inform the use of value-added measures, most decisions about how to use these measures require personal judgment, as well as a greater understanding of school and district factors than research can provide. The political feasibility and repercussions of the choices will vary by jurisdiction. Some districts and schools are more accepting than others of value-added as a measure of performance. And value-added provides more relevant information in some districts than it does in others. When school leaders already have a good understanding of teachers’ skills, value-added measures may not add much, but they may be helpful for leaders who are new to the job or less skilled at evaluating teachers through other means. Moreover, in some places, the tests used to calculate value-added are better measures of desired outcomes than they are in others. Tests are an interim measure of student learning, one indicator of how prepared students are to succeed in later life. Communities will no doubt come to different conclusions about how relevant these tests are as measures of the preparation they value.

The capacity of systems to calculate value-added and to collect other information will also affect the usefulness and cost-effectiveness of the measures. Some critical pieces must be in place if value-added is to provide useful information about programs. Data on crucial student outcomes, as measured by well-designed tests, must be collected and linked from teachers to students over time. Without this capacity, collecting and calculating value-added measures will be costly and time-consuming. With it, the measures can be calculated relatively easily.

Value-added measures will better assess the effectiveness of programs serving teachers, and that of the teachers themselves, than will other measures—such as test score comparisons—which do not adjust for the characteristics of students. For estimating the effects of programs or practices for the purpose of school improvement, value-added measures are not superior to random control trials. That is because these trials do a better job adjusting for differences in teaching contexts. However, experimental approaches are often impractical. By contrast, value-added approaches allow for real analyses of all teachers for whom test scores are available.

**CONCLUSION**

Value-added measures clearly do not provide useful information for teachers about practices they need to improve. They simply gauge student test score gains relative to what we would expect. Value-added scores also have drawbacks for assessing individual teacher effectiveness because they are imprecise. While on average they do not appear to be biased against teachers teaching different types of students within the same school, they are subject to measurement error. Nonetheless, they can still be useful tools for improving practice, especially when they are used in combination with other measures.

In particular, value-added measures can support the evaluation of programs and practices, can contribute to human resource decisions, and can be used as incentives for improved performance. Value-added measures allow education leaders to assess the effectiveness of professional development. They can help identify schools with particularly good learning environments for teachers. They can help school leaders with teacher recruitment and selection by providing information on preparation programs that have delivered effective teachers in the past. They can help leaders make decisions about teacher assignment and promotion. And they may even be used to create incentives for better teacher performance.

Value-added is sometimes better than other measures of effectiveness, just as other measures are sometimes superior to value-added. Value-added data can help school leaders determine the benefits of
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a particular program of professional development. New observational protocols are likely to be more useful than value-added measures because they provide teachers with information on specific teaching practices. But these observational tools have other potential drawbacks, and they have not been assessed nearly as carefully as value-added measures have for validity and reliability. In addition to being costly to collect, observational measures that favor particular teaching practices may encourage a type of teaching that is not always best. Observational measures also may not adjust well for different teaching contexts and even when educators use these protocols, additional, less formal feedback is necessary to support teachers’ development.

Value-added measures are imperfect, but they are one among many imperfect measures of teacher performance that can inform decisions by teachers, schools, districts, and, states.
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